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This presentation will cover

CRITICAL THINKING

What is CT? Academic Definitions
Development & significance

CT applications & icons

MACAT

 Who we are & what drives us
PACIER & how it works

The PACIER solution
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The Skills Gap Crisis

Major trends
 

From talent and pivotal
people to skilled workforce.

The future will be about
buying skills as and when

you need them.
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The Skills Gap Crisis

Major trends
 

From specialist individual
decision making by

functional demarcation to
project based teams with

diversified squads and
tribes. 
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Individual decision maker Squads & tribes



The Skills Gap Crisis

Major trends
 

From skills gap to a skills
race.
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The Skills Gap Crisis

Major trends
 

The intersection of natural and
artificial intelligence will take
us into an age of augmented

intelligence and ultimately will
lead us to autonomous

artificial intelligence.
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Skills gap

AAI

NI AI

Future

skills?



 
Eric Schmidt, Executive Chairman

Alphabet Inc (Google’s parent company)
 

“We need critical thinking now more than ever. By 2020, most human
beings will have access to the internet. When you have everyone

harnessed with this information, the world gets more interconnected.
It gets stronger. There’s more knowledge sharing. There’s more

freedom and there’s more openness. I’ve come to believe that science
and Critical Thinking really do matter. Even more so now in the political

world that we have in the United States and in other areas of the
world.” 

 

Reid Hoffman, Founder
Linkedin

 
“The analytical thinking skills I learned have made me a better

investor and entrepreneur. My unusual educational background has
proven quite helpful throughout my career. My favorite

philosophers are Aristotle, Friedrich Nietzsche, and Ludwig
Wittgenstein, and studying them has proven useful in two ways. It
honed my Critical Thinking & gave me a deeper insight into human

nature” 

"In today’s competitive market, hard skills such as technical ability and
business insight define a person and are crucial for career success.
However, what is often overlooked is just how vital a person’s soft
skills can be in securing, maintaining and progressing a successful

career. In a business environment, soft skills include an aptitude in
communication, presentation, professionalism, time management,

team-work and Critical Thinking."

Julie Bisson, Executive Director, Assurance and People Leader
EY Channel Islands 

"Macat offers an amazing first-of-its-kind tool for interdisciplinary
learning and research. Its focus on works that transformed their

disciplines and its rigorous approach, drawing on the world’s
leading experts and educational institutions, opens up a world-

class education to anyone."
 
 

Andreas Schleicher, Director for Education and Skills,
Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Development 
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A brief introduction to CT
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https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Eaz1nz8UdYhE6xHwuFqQhH9JgHOg9jGz
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1Eaz1nz8UdYhE6xHwuFqQhH9JgHOg9jGz


WHAT IS CRITICAL THINKING?
Dispositions and Skills Philosophy

Education

Psychology

The philosophical approach views the critical thinker as an ideal type, focusing
on what people are capable of doing under the best of circumstances. In this
view a critical thinker manifests “perfections of thought” by being inquisitive in
nature, open-minded, flexible, fair-minded, has a desire to be well-informed,
understands diverse viewpoints, and is willing to both suspend
judgment and to consider other perspectives. 

The educational approach focuses on a hierarchy of information processing
skills, with comprehension at the bottom and the three higher-order thinking
skills (analysis, synthesis and evaluation) representing critical thinking.

The psychological approach focuses on how people actually think versus how
they could or should think under ideal conditions. They define critical thinking
by the types of actions and behaviors critical thinkers do.
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Critical thinking definition
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inferences using inductive or
deductive reasoning, judging or
evaluating, and making decisions
or solving problems.

The component skills
of analyzing arguments, making



How critical thinking develops
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be improved as a tool that
helps us to draw effective
conclusions and make better
decisions

Not innate as
it can be taught and  can



Why is critical thinking important
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It is the foundation of all
real-life skills with many
practical applications in
a world that is rapidly
changing with no jobs for
life

It matters 
because



Critical thinking applications
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learn and work better
as we minimise errors
and maximise success
by being adaptable and
capable of tackling new
challenges.

It helps us



critical thinking solutions that

transform the way people learn,

work and live. 

Who we are
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Macat is a world leader in  



What we believe
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thinking creates better and

more equitable societies

We believe that better 



Macat's definition of critical thinking
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The component skills
of problem-solving, analysis, 
creative thinking, interpretation,
evaluation and reasoning, a 21st
century skills definition

P C I E RA



How it works

The PACIER
Model is
a group of 6 skills and
a number of sub-skills
that could be used in
combinations and
sequence to create,
develop and track
critical thinking
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P Problem Solving
Producing strong solutions

Asking productive
questions

Generating alternative
possibilities

Generating 
solutions

Making sound 
decisions
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A Analysis
Understanding how an argument is built

Working out the functions
of each part of an

argument

Understanding the
relationships between
parts of an argument

Showing the structure of
an argument

Looking for assumptions
in an argument
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C Creative Thinking
Creating new connections and unexpected solutions

Connecting things
together in a new way

Producing novel
explanations for existing

evidence

Generating new
hypotheses

Redefining an issue so as
to see it in a new way
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I Interpretation
Looking at issues of meaning

Seeking to clarify meaning
where necessary

Grasping the meaning of
technical terms

Understanding the
meaning of available

evidence

Highlighting problems of
a definition
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E Evaluation
Exploring strengths and weaknesses of an argument

Judging the acceptability
of the reason(s) used in

terms of readability

Judging the relevance of
the reason(s) used

Judging the adequacy of
the reason(s) used

Judging what would
strengthen or weaken an

argument
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R Reasoning
Creating strong and persuasive arguments

Producing well structured
arguments

Dealing with counter-
arguments

Evaluating the reasoning
of arguments

Looking at the need to
persuade
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Our unique selling proposition (USP)

It is different
because
academically rigorous with
a decade of research most
notably with the university
of Cambridge and most
recently with LSE

our model is 
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Our solution

The PACIER solution
uses
individuals assess their CT skills,
build a baseline CT profile, choose
one or two development tracks
(implicit and explicit), take further
assessment and make
improvements to your skills and
profile. 

          the PACIER model to help
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How are you going to develop
your critical thinking skills

CRITICAL THINKING
ASSESSMENT

The Macat critical thinking
assessments have been

designed to test each one
of the PACIER skills

1
BUILD A BASELINE  CT

PROFILE

The Macat CT profile uses
your assessment scores in

the six PACIER skills to
create a baseline CT profile

that get you going

2
IMPLICIT + EXPLICIT

DEVELOPMENT

AN unlimited access to the
Macat iLibrary which

comprises 220 analyses of 
 great works and CT
learning resources

3
ASSESS AGAIN &

DEVELOP CT PROFILE

If you want to be a great
critical thinker you need to

assess skill retention,
improvement and decay,

which will help you develop
your CT profile 

4
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PACIER multi-skill and single-skill assessments
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Multi-skill assessment Single-skill assessment
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This gives you your over all critical
thinking score according to the last test
taken
This clearly allows you to compare your
results between different skills
The skills map is our users' favourite
analytic and allows users to look at how
they think . 
Current Activity shows you how far
through your CT course you are
This bar graph allows you to compare
yourself to your class, cohort, or
function and Macat's entire CT network.
You are able to look at where you rank
among your peers 
You are easily guided on to your next
activity for further CTdevelopment. 

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

1
2 3 4

5
6

7
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The analyses have all be written by post-doctortal students
specialised in that field from the world's top universities.

Written by academics

The iLibrary covers 220 titles across 15 different disciplines

Breadth and depth

The iLibrary allows you to engage with the works in a variety
of ways including video, audio and ibook. 

Flexibility

OVERVIEW OF THE MACAT iLIBRARY
Implicit CT development

The next video will talk you through how you can make the most of the
Macat iLibrary...
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Politics Geography Postcolonial
studies

Theology History of Art

History Literature Business Gender 
Studies

Anthropology

Psychology Sociology Economics Philosophy Science

iLibrary
Disciplines
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Ways In

Influences

Ideas

Impact Analysis
Structure
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OVERVIEW OF THE MACAT LEARNING RESOURCES 
Explicit CT development
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Thank you

Macat  Internat ional  L imi ted


